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ABSTRACT
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This article explores the role played by representations of General
Henry Christophe, later King Henry I of Haiti, in relations between
Great Britain and the section of independent Haiti he led in the
ﬁrst quarter of the nineteenth century. In these early years, when
France threatened to try and recover its former colony by force,
relations with Great Britain were essential to the survival of the
new country. Led by those British merchants who had early built
commercial ties with Haiti, Great Britain looked with a mixture of
wariness and interest on Haiti at large and Henry in particular.
This article argues that English representations of Henry in turn
gave the Haitian leader cues as to how to portray himself for
British audiences. In order to gain diplomatic recognition, Henry I
of Haiti self-consciously made himself recognizable to British eyes,
playing up those aspects of his persona most palatable to the
English. Henry’s exchanges with England have often been seen as
proof of genuine Anglophilia on his part; this article analyzes
them as a strategic effort dedicated to swaying English public
opinion in his support by portraying him as a product of English
inﬂuence. The discussion of a lost portrait of the king –
rediscovered in archival research – demonstrates that domestic
representations of King Henry appealed to profoundly different
expectations. Drawing on the latest works in Haitian Revolutionary
Studies by Deborah Jenson and Chris Bongie, this article contends
that with his portraits Henry of Haiti pieced together a complex,
ambivalent political bid by which he hoped to gain the
recognition of England while retaining that of the black world.

Haitian revolution; Kingdom
of Haiti; Henry Christophe;
Great Britain; visual culture;
black nationalism

Christophe is a two-sided mirror; under
His easy surface, ripples of dark
Strive with the light, or like a coin’s two sides,
Or like the world half-blind when moons are absent,
And brilliant in the glare of the sun.
Under that certain majesty he hides
The teaching of Toussaint, the danger of Dessalines. (Derek Walcott, Henri Christophe)1

In 1811, Thomas Wyon Sr. – an English engraver of German descent, soon to become chief
engraver of his majesty’s seals – produced a model dollar coin for King Henry I, ruler of the
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Figure 1. Thomas Wyon Sr. “Fantasy coin.” Henry I of Haiti, 1811. Photo by Tabitha McIntosh.

Northern part of the independent Caribbean nation of Haiti (Figure 1). Nineteenth-century
numismatic anecdotes gleefully report that,
being instructed to place King Christophe’s bust on the coin, but, not being furnished with any
portrait, [Wyon] hired a negro, whom he met in the street, to sit as a model, and when he delivered the dies to the Haytian agents they were in ecstasies at its perfect resemblance, in their
eyes, to his sable majesty of Hayti.2

The story is told as farce: here is a comedy Negro King with delusions of grandeur, whose
rule is recognized by no government; his craven admirers, blinded by sycophancy, fail to
recognize the basic conventions of European portraiture, and a savvy, English craftsman
makes a proﬁt, acting professional while maintaining his tongue ﬁrmly in his cheek. Yet
one could argue that the punchline is not quite the one suggested. In commissioning
Wyon, Henry Christophe was directly accessing the circle of elite craftsmen and manufacturers who constructed the statecraft of Britain’s reigning monarchs. As we shall show, this
employment of Hanoverian visual arts in representation and self-presentation was the hallmark of his reign and relations with Great Britain. In the absence of formal diplomatic recognition, all exchanges could be deemed politically signiﬁcant, and the designing of
model currency by one of England’s best certainly gave cachet to the unrecognized king.
Wyon’s dies, critically, were never actually used to make currency for Haiti. In fact, in its
dealings with Europeans, Henry’s government rarely used specie; payment was invariably
offered in commodities whose exchange value was determined by Haitians.3 In asking
Wyon to create a currency portrait of the king without providing a likeness from which
to work, Henry was in effect asking him to show what an Englishman imagined a Christophe suitable for an equally fancied domestic Haitian market might look like. Wyon’s
“fantasy coining” of Black King Henry entirely lacked the empirical referents and functions
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suggested by its inscriptions; it was composed instead by the vagaries, fears, and humors
of British imagination.4 As such, it typiﬁes the face against which Christophe had to perpetually remodel his own.
Throughout the ﬁrst two decades of the nineteenth century, the rule of Henry Christophe was a boon for English-language newspapers, an endless source of wonderful
tales of the American exotic. He ﬁrst appeared in earnest in English news as the military
commander who torched the Cape in 1802 during the Leclerc expedition to reclaim St
Domingue for the French. He became a mainstay following the 1806 assassination of
Emperor Jacques I, ﬁrst ruler of independent Haiti. In the following interregnum, Christophe refused his rival Alexandre Pétion’s offer to become president of Haiti under a
new constitution that would greatly limit his powers. Christophe attempted to march
on Port-au-Prince from his Northern stronghold, only to be thwarted by Pétion and his
allies. In the territorial split that followed, Christophe drafted his own Constitution, becoming president and generalissimo of the State of Haiti to the North (1807–1811). During his
reign as King Henry I of Haiti (1811–1820) he stalked through news stories under a multiplicity of names and titles, italicized, capitalized, and stressed as rage, satire, or caprice took
the individual author. He was called a “black majesty;” a “sable monarch;” “his sable
majesty;” “his ebony Majesty;” “black emperor;” “the sooty king;” “mimic monarch;” “pretended king;” and “monster.”5 He was described as “short in stature, but strongly
made,” “completely negro” of color and features; “remarkable … for his great stature, his
harsh and ﬁerce disposition;” “a ﬁne portly looking gentleman … quite black;” “the
elegant model of a Hercules;” and “extravagantly apparalled” [sic].6
These varied and contradictory descriptions expressed the complex mix of terror,
wonder, admiration, and scorn a black crowned head evoked in European audiences,
British in particular. No wonder Wyon could pull a stranger from the street and expect
his face to pass: the Henry of European imagination had “metamorphosed from an
obscure subaltern, to a sable monarch,” and it is against this shape-shifting backdrop
that his foreign policies must appear.7 Henry I’s primary goal was to gain recognition: of
Haiti as a country and of himself as its head of state. The nation whose recognition mattered most was Great Britain, Haiti’s principal trading partner and best potential ally
against the continuing threat of French invasion.
Henry Christophe’s origins are so subject to contested myths, self-serving anecdotes,
and convenient historical morals that it is now – and was then – impossible to say
exactly where he came from.8 The Almanach Royal d’Hayti itself never revealed his birthplace – no doubt an instance of the strategy and culture that Deborah Jenson calls “autobiographical nondisclosure.”9 Yet, early on, almost all of the stories circulating about the
monarch implied or pronounced that Henry was “a Negro, English by nation” grown in
a West Indian island ruled by the British, a notion Christophe and his agents routinely
used in their commercial and diplomatic dealings with British authorities.10 As Julia Gafﬁeld notes, “diplomatic non-recognition after the Haitian Declaration of Independence
did not prevent economic recognition, and, moreover, the line between the two layers
of recognition was blurry.”11 This article in turn argues that the very image of Henry Christophe played a crucial role – materially and symbolically – in blurring these layers for the
British public. Indeed, in circumstances where trade agreements could be understood to
“implicitly acknowledge the independence of Haiti,” representations of Henry as produced
and exchanged between Haiti and Great Britain in a variety of forms – as coins, medals,
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and portraits, but also anecdotes, stories, and rumors – helped assert Haiti as a viable
partner in the trade of concrete, material goods, but also in the exchange of cultural
capital.12 Short of ofﬁcial nationhood, Haiti had to promote itself much like a market
product. As a stand-in for the country at large, Henry himself became a cultural product
for the English public to consume.
At different points in his career as leader, images of Henry Christophe were given to the
English public to acknowledge and recognize as likenesses of the true sovereign of a
genuine nation. Following Haitian independence, the English gaze was the principal
medium through which Europeans had an opportunity to see the kingdom of Haiti and
its sovereign. Portrayals of King Henry, written or drawn, were in this way very much an
English commodity, consumed primarily by the British public but also exported in
Europe and the Americas to satisfy global hunger for news from the relatively isolated,
ﬂedgling Caribbean nation.13 Throughout his reign, Henry used the commercial logic of
these exchanges in order to manufacture an image of himself inspired by the interpretations of his English audience, responding to their expectations, and apt to inﬂuence
them in turn. Henry designed and redesigned his image to serve his needs just as it
appeared to issue from England’s imagination. His visual likenesses tell tales of exchange,
where meaning is produced in relation, and recognition gained in translation. Scrutinizing
the transatlantic fate of speciﬁc renderings of Henry’s head reveals the central role they
played in the economic, cultural, and political network that connected England and
Henry’s short-lived Northern Haitian state.
Henry Christophe’s likeness ﬁrst appeared in European print in Marcus Rainsford’s Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, published in 1805 when General Jean-Jacques
Dessalines ruled Haiti as Emperor Jacques I (Figure 2). The engraving describes an episode
when Rainsford, a Captain in the Third West India Regiment then at war with the French,
was captured, judged as an English spy and sentenced to death. The magnanimous Toussaint Louverture saved Rainsford at the last minute.14 Though bolstered by Rainsford’s
status as eyewitness, the illustrations in his book have a dubious claim to physical and
material accuracy.15 Barlow pays much more attention to details of place, which reveals
this engraving as an early example of the appropriation of Christophe’s image into
Western aesthetic conventions and political concerns about authenticity. In the words
of Marcia Pointon:
The word “place” richly signiﬁes in European languages in relation to human subjects, as in the
place one inhabits and perhaps even possesses in the legal sense, and as a position (or place)
in the geopolitical and social hierarchies … It is through place as a receptacle that portraiture’s
link to the order of the “real” (its concern with model and likeness) is mythicized.16

Likeness in Rainsford and Barlow’s portraits of the black ofﬁcers of Saint Domingue, whose
physiognomy would have been completely unknown to their readership, is rendered
mostly through place, in the geographic sense – outside the window, palm trees, and a
cane-crushing windmill indicate the Caribbean locale – and the social sense. In order to
render the peculiar fact of formerly enslaved men of African descent occupying high positions in military and legal systems, Barlow follows ancient principles of portraiture.
In his discussion of the seemingly realistic portraiture of the late Roman Republic,
Sheldon Nodelman, argues that what we have learned to see as likenesses are in fact “a
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Figure 2. “The Court Martial which Sentenced the Author to Death: General Christophe President” by
Marcus Rainsford, engraved by J. Barlow. In Marcus Rainsford, An Historical Account of the Black Empire
of Hayti (1805). Reproduced with the permission of Rare Books and Manuscripts, Special Collections
Library, the Pennsylvania State University Libraries.

set of conventions dictated by ideological motives – a highly selective assemblage of
abstractions from suitable aspects of human appearance and character into an interpretative ideogram.”17 Similarly, in Barlow’s engraving, Christophe is designated by signs of
geographic and social place, rather than facial traits no Englishman would be likely to
recognize. His many chevrons, golden epaulets, and feathered hat signal that he is the
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ranking ofﬁcer in visual language more speciﬁcally English than authentic.18 The allegedly
illiterate Christophe is shown pointing out a line on an ofﬁcial document – a black commanding ofﬁcer explaining the letter of the law to a British ofﬁcer: an ideogram of legal
authority and self-determination.
Rainsford’s book earned many magazine reviews, and its illustrations circulated
widely.19 The ambivalence about black power in Haiti that it expressed never left
British audiences: Haitians could be allies, but they could also be ﬁerce enemies. More
importantly, as this picture warned, they now had the autonomy and power to mete
justice on Englishmen. Louverture, Dessalines, and Christophe in turn made clear to
Great Britain that it was not their intention to propagate the revolution to the British
West Indies, yet that possibility remained, and Haitian leaders were not beyond using it
for rhetorical and diplomatic leverage. Sibylle Fischer has reﬂected on the importance
of non-textual signs of state authority in what was a mostly illiterate community: “the
pomp and circumstance at Christophe’s court needs to be understood in this context,
as well: power needs to be made visible; it needs to be seen and performed to be effective.”20 Rainsford’s book and its illustrations demonstrated, however unwittingly, how
useful images could be in asserting Haitian autonomy and power both at home and
abroad.
Following Jacques I’s assassination, Henry Christophe and Alexandre Pétion each maneuvered to secure ofﬁcial British recognition and support. If ofﬁcial diplomatic recognition
was not forthcoming, English authorities nevertheless produced documents whose
“ambiguous language allowed British merchants to trade with Haiti” though they “withheld judgment on Haiti’s sovereignty.”21 British merchants based in his capital of the
Cape regularly petitioned English authorities to recognize his claim as rightful head of
state. It would make their business easier, as well as ease their concern that the notoriously
irritable Christophe might take out his anger at England on them. Rainsford’s image of
Christophe as wielder of arbitrary ﬁat over vulnerable Englishmen vied with his diplomatic
and commercial public relations campaign, leading to articles in which he could be
described as simultaneously “cruel and determined,” “despotic,” and yet “the most
polite and affable man imaginable.”22 Christophe lobbied the English government tirelessly through European agents acting on his behalf in London.23 The French journalist
Jean-Gabriel Peltier notably bombarded Lord Castlereagh with requests on behalf of Christophe that interspersed economic arguments with barely veiled threats.24 A memoir to
Castlereagh signed by Peltier thus hinted that
Those who would advise to maintain this division and stoke the ﬁre of discord between the
two parties in Saint Domingue would commit an act fateful to the interests of Great Britain,
if not a crime against all of humanity … This would jeopardize the lives and property of the
King’s subjects; this would ﬁnally be the way to make scream close to ten thousand people
among you whom trade with Hayti has already begun to make rich.25

English merchants settled on both sides of Haiti clamored for a sign, or took matters in
their own hands, using their own channels to try and inﬂuence British public opinion
and political representatives. Those who cast their lot on Pétion’s side sent their own
letters to England playing on the fears the Haitian revolutionaries had stoked throughout
the slaveholding world since 1791.26 English merchants, it seemed, could play Christophe
heads or tails according to their own stakes.
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It was an English merchant based in Haiti who in 1807 told the silversmith Edward Thomason about “the energetic character and natural talents” of Henry Christophe and the
business opportunities likely to arise under his leadership.27 In response, Thomason
seized the moment captured in Barlow’s engraving and turned it into a trade and sentiment overture, in the process very explicitly combining both that dread and the mercantile
necessity that Peltier bundled with it.28 Thomason produced medals engraved with “the
Emperor’s [sic] likeness” on one side (Figure 3) and on the other a passage from a
recent speech by Christophe and sent them to Haiti.29 “It appeared to me,” Thomason
commented in his memoir, “that speculation might be advantageous if I could tranquillize
the hostile antipathy of the Emperor to the English or to any white men.”30 His version of
Christophe’s head could only be charmed into commercial gentleness by appealing to his
presumed narcissism – ﬁve thousand newly minted versions of Henry’s face staring up at
him from an opened crate. Copper coins derived from Thomason’s medals – likely made in
England, ofﬁcially or not – eventually appeared and may have circulated.31 They are
material tokens of the cultural effort by which those countries in close contact with
Haiti meant to control the new country’s identity – visual, material and otherwise.
Thomason claims that he felt his product might inﬂuence Christophe’s views on
relations with Britain. Yet in the very same speech quoted on Thomason’s medals, Christophe already made clear that he welcomed British business:
As [the people of Hayti] are, from their local situation, and the peculiar nature of their manufactures, essentially a commercial people, it is their business … to draw to their territory merchants from all parts of the world. Commerce being to us the source of all kinds of riches;
strangers who come to seek their fortunes in our ports, must receive the same protection
we enjoy ourselves, and be treated with that hospitality they well deserve.32

Figure 3. Thomason Medal. In Thomason, Edward. Sir Edward Thomason’s Memoirs During Half a
Century. Vol. 1 (1845).
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No trace here of Christophe’s alleged “hostile antipathy.” Thomason’s medals are a testament to the assumption, deeply embedded in English minds, that the ideal Henry the
English desired could be made a reality through the mere act of being imagined by Englishmen. The ideal Henry was delineated in English news and stamped on Thomason’s
medals, these multiple hints giving Christophe a clear sense of the ways in which Englishmen meant to use his head. The self-importance displayed by Thomason is a trait Christophe would take advantage of in his dealings with a variety of singular Englishmen,
and through them with Great Britain at large.
The Cabinet of the Arts, a compendium of artistic theory and techniques published regularly between 1805 and 1821, discusses the goals of portraiture in the following terms:
Likeness being the essence of portraits, it would seem that we ought to imitate defects as well
as beauties … but the greater number of persons, although they approve this in theory, show
evidently that they by no means desire to reduce it to practice, particularly in portraits of their
own persons … All deformities, therefore, when the air and resemblance may be preserved
without them, may fairly be either corrected or omitted … .33

However, such improvement “is not permitted in portraits of heroes, or persons distinguished by their rank, their virtues, their great qualities … for such portraits being
intended as monuments for posterity, the more faithful the likeness, the more it will be
valued.”34 The passage speciﬁcally discusses painting, but representations of crowned
heads were also stamped on European currency. Representing Christophe implied a
novel kind of conundrum: where did this former slave, now head of an unrecognized
state, ﬁt with conventions of portraiture? The expectation that portraits of rulers
respond strictly, if at all, to concerns of physiognomic resemblance is somewhat misguided, and obfuscates how much this style of portraiture centers on type rather than likeness. As “perfect resemblances,” Barlow’s engraving and Thomason’s medals were faithful
to what the English saw in Henry. In accepting their version of him, Henry could thus let
Englishmen think that making him in their chosen image was an English idea; that his head
was indeed an English contraption. A literal and material understanding of how he was
seen gave Henry Christophe the tools necessary to reinvent his visual identity.
This seemed a more pressing issue in 1811, as Christophe risked being seen as a Haitian
translation of that other self-made monarch of the time, Napoleon Bonaparte. Immediately after Henry’s coronation, British commentators tended to frame him as a blackfaced Corsican – a convenient image possibly inﬂuenced by Pétion’s propaganda –
with which to enhance long-established satirical tropes: monarchy in Haiti could be
used as a comedic mirror with which to reﬂect France.35 This tactic was, more often
than not, made explicit: “Christophe,” said the Edinburgh Annual Review, “thought
proper to make himself a king, like other brigands in Europe, but with far better and
more legitimate claims.”36 The Literary Panorama, meanwhile, drew Napoleon, Haiti,
and Hell itself together in one hyperbolic transport of horror: “That King Henry should
not see what a fool King Nap has made of himself, but should fall into the same
dotage! – and this in spite of our allusions to his blackissimo Majesty the Emperor and
King of H_______.”37 This association was so strong, in fact, that just two years after
the fact some accounts began to claim that Henry had taken the crown from the
hands of the ofﬁciating bishop to crown himself – just as Napoleon had done.38
Despite these attempts to position him as a caricature, England in 1811 still worried
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about the threat embodied by Henry. His “blackissimo Majesty” may have been a laughable local Napoleon, but what, after all, could be worse?
However nebulously threatening, a blackface Bonaparte was, in some critical ways, safe:
he did not conceptually challenge English kings or kingdoms, but was instead pinned
comfortably within an existing framework of alien upstarts. Though Henry’s court owed
much of its organization and pomp to French royal and imperial court culture, the newmade king also resisted such associations, taking deliberate pains to compose his ascension to the throne in an English mode.39 One particularly critical moment on the day of the
coronation destabilized the safely foreign portrait and turned it into a mirror of Britain
instead: at the coronation banquet
the King, rising from his seat, gave the following toast: “My Brother, the King of Great Britain,”
which was drank three times three; to which he added, “may he prosper and be successful
against Buonaparte, and continue the barrier between that tyrant and this kingdom.”40

This account appeared with slight changes in periodicals throughout Britain in and after
the year 1811.41
For all that the kneeling slave of Wedgwood’s abolitionist design had been asking “Am I
not a man and a brother?” in every format and medium since 1786, the press found itself
unprepared for the audacity of a former slave standing up to lay claim to British brotherhood. Yet in all of his diplomatic overtures since 1807, Henry Christophe had gone out of
his way to portray himself as not just a friend but a product of Great Britain. His secretaries
and agents systematically called the monarch “British by nation;” Thomas Goodall, an
English sea captain in General Christophe’s employ, exhorted English naval authorities
in Jamaica to “take into consideration that General Christophe is an Englishman, and
Pétion a decided Frenchman.”42 Performing as a West Indian product of English inﬂuence,
Henry could let Englishmen think that he was made in their chosen image.
His 1811 invocation of British monarchy positioned him against both of Britain’s bogeymen, Dessalines, and Napoleon, who had donned Imperial crowns. His new title, as
American publications were more than happy to point out, included Défenseur de la
Foi – “defender of the faith” – a subsidiary title that had belonged to the British crown
since Pope Leo X granted it to King Henry VIII in 1521.43 Contemporaries noted the
visual and symbolic similarities between his coat of arms and motto and those of King
George III.44 In the ﬁnal years of Henry’s reign, the queen’s coat of arms bore a motto
that echoed the British national anthem: Dieu protège le roi – God save the king. His gesturing toward England was unmistakable; it was also arguably more sophisticated than it
appeared.
Indeed, Henry projected different faces in Europe and in the West Indies. A December
1811 “letter from St Domingo” published across a range of British newspapers warned that
Christophe was the “most violent and determined enemy that the British have in this
quarter of the globe.” Only cunning had led him to “dissemble his hatred toward the
English … in his heart he wishes us nothing but evil, and will endeavor to inﬂict it on us
as soon as events will permit.” Lest the existential threat to British power be missed by
anxious readers, the letter ended by evoking the ghost of the last century’s great
bulwark of defense against British imperial ambition: “I do not think it improbable that
he will shortly prove himself as formidable an enemy to the British interests in the
West, as ever Tippoo Saib did in the East Indies.”45 Christophe could still wreak havoc in
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the British West Indies where he possessed great cultural capital among black West
Indians. The Henry they imagined superﬁcially shared much with British representations
of him, though ultimately had little in common with them. British Henrys only spoke of
England and of the worst fears of the Jamaica Station; those very fears were for others
hopes of black revolution.
Such hopes gained further traction in the buildup to, and aftermath of, the Cuban slave
uprisings of early 1812 known as the Aponte Rebellion. José Antonio Aponte, a free man of
color, was arrested and tried as the leader responsible for a series of revolts considered
parts of an organized movement. Haiti cast its long shadow over the proceedings:
rumors circulated among the black population of the island that veterans of the Haitian
revolution were involved and that King Henry would support the uprising logistically. In
the trial, the principal piece of evidence against Aponte and other co-conspirators was
a book of paintings containing portraits of Toussaint Louverture, Dessalines and Henry
Christophe. The authorities found especially worrisome that these images had apparently
helped Aponte ﬁnd recruits. He “routinely showed the book to members of the free black
militia and numerous others during meetings at his house.”46
Portraits of Haitian revolutionaries were ubiquitous around the Caribbean, crucial to the
circulation of news about the revolution, in particular among black populations.47 That the
fear attached to these images stemmed from their direct connection – real or imagined –
to Haiti is made clear in the trial proceedings, as the judges insisted on ﬁnding out exactly
how the different actors obtained the portraits. As Sibylle Fischer notes, “the strongly narrative character of many of the pictures described suggests that they were painted not to
stand on their own but to be used in connection with oral instruction.”48 For nearly two
decades, lessons in black agency and autonomy had been ﬂowing steadily from Haiti.
They remained to be learned in most of the slaveholding Caribbean, and the likenesses
of Haitian revolutionaries appear to have played an important pedagogical role in this
endeavor.
To wit: the judges asked one of the accused, “how he can state that the portrait he
examined is of Aponte, since there is no likeness between the copy and the original to
accurately call it one.” He replied, “Aponte said it was, and warned him that he had
placed his portrait in the book so that it would be known that he was a [illegible]
person, and on the day of the revolution it was expected that he would be made
King.”49 For Fischer, where “the conventional Western portrait is a study in character
and social status, and is thus deeply invested in the established social order, Aponte’s portrait is a study in becoming or transﬁguration … , unconcerned with verisimilitude.”50 The
Western economy of likeness might only have mattered to the Haitian head of state inasmuch as it could serve in Western politics. Aponte’s portraits were not meant for their
Cuban audience to be able to recognize their models’ traits, but rather as testimonies
to the fact of black autonomy and power modeled by Haitians heads of state. One
might even imagine that the lack of physiognomic likeness that so bafﬂed Cuban
judges was a calculated choice on the part of Aponte. Indeed,
The recording of physical likeness of slaves in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century slaveholding cultures across the Americas was, for the slave, mostly associated with captivity, receptivity, punishment, and bondage. When slave owners were interested in representing the
individuality of a slave and his or her appearance, it was more often than not in order to
capture a fugitive.51
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In matters of visual representation there was much to be gained in being generic, typical,
non-descript: the capture of one’s likeness was also the likeliness of one’s capture.
These very concrete outcomes of physiognomic likeness transpiring from the records of
the Aponte trial are a clue to analyzing Henry Christophe’s approach to visual representations
of his person. It evokes Deborah Jenson’s notion of “kidnapped narratives”: early Haitian
authors, she argues, produced works of self-representation marked by the knowledge that
these texts, much like themselves, could be ﬁguratively and literally kidnapped by
Western powers and language. The writings of authors issuing from the Haitian Revolution,
characterized expressed their “apparently perfect mastery of continental French discursive
conventions” by a “stated awareness of the inﬂuence of French political rhetoric.”52 Their
texts, even as they appeared to emulate the style and tone of the French Revolution, nevertheless were produced expressed people who had grown in the colonial shadows cast by the
Enlightenment. Similarly, portraits of the heroes of the Haitian Revolution circulating at the
time carried with them an awareness that this medium of communication could also serve as
a tool for capture. Still, if images could be kidnapped, they could also potentially set free; they
could communicate a sense of agency without necessitating the input of literacy. If, indeed,
Henry kept open the possibility of supporting slave revolution around the West Indies, in
slaveholding islands these images would have been so many rhetorical fuses.
The king, whose illiteracy was comfortably and dismissively assumed by the Atlantic
presses, put complex likenesses of himself, both textual and graphic, at the center of a
two-faced campaign of self-representation. If the circulation of his image as a black
ruler reinforced his aura among the enslaved populations of the New World and
insured that West Indian whites would always look upon him warily, Henry simultaneously
needed to thwart English hostility against him, and even court English public opinion by
presenting himself in the reputedly impossible guise of a “blackamoor washed white.”53 By
offering up increasingly staged versions of himself for capture, Henry gained traction both
with slaveholding England and with the enslaved populations of the Caribbean.
Thus imagined faces of Henry Christophe were, two years into his reign, extensively circulating and circulated throughout the Atlantic world, simultaneously deﬁning and haunting their breaking points. From within this roiling mix of cross-linguistic, international, and
mercantile exchange, Christophe’s government needed to extract a viable face for trade
with England. But by the spring of 1814, Haitian informal diplomacy with London had
stalled and the competing representations of the meaning of Haitian monarchy had
fallen into press silence. According to the newspapers themselves, Haiti
was ﬁrst viewed with alarm, as dangerous to the existence of our own colonies; but now that it
has been seen to exist several years, without occasioning them the least inconvenience, we
have in general ceased to concern ourselves about the Haytians.54

By the end of the summer, however, the meaning and representation of King Henry had
become a critical international concern for both island kingdoms: “In the West India
islands, the principal object of interest during this year has been the island of St
Domingo, or the modern Hayti.”55
After Napoleon abdicated in April 1814, and the restored King Louis XVIII thought he
could attempt to regain his lost Pearl of the Caribbean, this need both for recognition
and stable representation became an existential necessity. The Treaty of Paris, ratiﬁed
on 30 May, gave Spanish San Domingo back to the newly restored Bourbon France and
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granted an extra ﬁve years of slave trade to make up for the decidedly untimely abolition
of slavery. The presses of September 1814 were full of the ongoing English petitions
against this latter clause, calls to boycott sugar, and – critically – a public letter from the
Kingdom of Haiti’s chief publicist, Julien Prévost, Comte de Limonade, responding to
the prospect of Bourbon invasion. The Haitian-predicated, anti-French propaganda climaxed at the end of the ﬁrst week of October, when the spectacle of King Henry I burst
upon an enthralled British public in the form of various translated versions of the
January 26th edition of the Gazette Royale d’Hayti. At the heart of the reprinted account
was an overtly theatrical tour of the Haitian royal family through the eastern part of its
kingdom – an account deemed sufﬁciently important to be reproduced in full. Indeed,
the Leicester Mercury’s editor thought the ten-month-old description of an internal domestic tour of a country three thousand miles away a critical enough event to be granted
an entire page of the newspaper.56
Reprinting the account offered an image of Haiti very unlike that which could be
gleaned from French publications of the time. The editors of the Kentish Weekly Post,
reﬂecting on the circulation of the printed Tour, laid out its importance as a didactic, diplomatic portrait displayed for the European gaze:
This picture is, however, not only interesting as an object of curiosity – it is interesting in a political point of view, and of peculiar importance at the present moment. So little communication
has there been between Europe and Hayti, so little has transpired of what is passing in that
Island, many persons in France and England have treated a Negro Kingdom completely organized, and in full activity in Hayti as a mere fable. The removal of these errors at a moment
when France meditates the invasion of that country, as likely to afford an easy conquest,
must be of service to her, and we trust to the cause of humanity.57

If the history of the Kingdom of Haiti, as understood up to and including 1814, had become
immediately useful to British audiences as an illustrative lesson in the perﬁdiousness of the
French, it was a scene of existential importance to Haiti. The appearance of King Henry’s
“picture” coincided with new developments in Haiti, news of which would only arrive on
British shores later. In October, the Haitian Parliament made public evidence of French
schemes to try and recover its former colony, in the form of letters carried by French
agents captured on the island. In the ensuing uproar, the nation in danger mobilized
for the expected French invasion.
Pétion and Henry both reached out to Great Britain on behalf of all of Haiti. Pétion used
the formal diplomatic channels of the Jamaica station, his envoy ﬁrst visiting the English
governor in Kingston before sailing to London.58 Henry splashed his kingdom’s arguments in British news and in the halls of English power. Open letters (September), the
Almanach Royal, Gazette Royale, Manifeste du Roi (October), and Déclaration Du Roi
(December) published that year were reviewed, commented and often excerpted in the
British press. Between 1814 and 1815, Prévost, Dupuy, de Prézeau and of course Pompée
Valentin, Baron de Vastey wrote series of pamphlets addressing French writings and diplomatic intrigue targeting its former colony.59 Yet the Haitian publication most widely distributed and excerpted in British news was Julien Prévost’s Relation des glorieux
événements qui ont porté Leurs Majestés Royales sur le trône d’Hayti – a narrative
account of Henry’s coronation highlighting its pomp and grandeur. Even in these times
of military crisis, the performance of visual splendor proved crucial to Haitian communication in Great Britain.
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Though it relied heavily on print, the 1814 campaign for English hearts and minds seemingly took into account English fascination for exotic luxury. Not long after announcements of Henry’s tour were printed in London, the following notice about English
objects destined for Haiti began to appear in the presses: “The most sumptuous lustres
ever sent from England are preparing for the King of Hayti.”60 In tandem with the publication and distribution of Haitian pamphlets and declarations came commissions for
luxury goods from illustrious, Hanover-connected craftsmen across the metropole – so
much so that by the end of the following year, it was a truism that “the most expensive
orders which our Manufacturers have executed, were for the use and embellishment of
this newly created and interesting Sovereignty.”61 Such luxury orders were guaranteed
to be reported and discussed in the press, and the objects themselves, as prime examples
of English craft, were put on public display, much like the visual trappings of the Hanoverian monarchy often were. Henry’s orders for English-made regalia rendered Haiti visible to
British eyes; these commercial transactions therefore participated in the same public
relations effort developed by Henry’s publicists, reaching the wider English public in
ways they, or Henry’s agents in England, likely could not.
The apogee of the 1814 media campaign was undeniably reached in King Henry’s very
public correspondence with the dean of English abolitionism, William Wilberforce, a man
with a formidable public relations machinery and a well-entrenched seat in the halls of
power. On 5 January 1815, William Wilberforce received an 85 ounce letter from Julien
Prévost.62 Wilberforce had long been courted by both Haitian states, but he was predisposed to welcome this missive.63 Four months earlier, he had told fellow Clapham Sect
member James Stephen about his chief concern in the public struggle between Haiti
and France: “if Hayti grants to France a colonial monopoly in return for the recognition
of its independence, … all commerce with us will be excluded, and with it our best
hopes of introducing true religion to the island.”64 This heady brew of mercantile interest,
evangelicalism and blithe self-importance made him the perfect recipient for Christophe’s
diplomatic overture. “How strikingly do we see the just and good dispensations of Providence produced by ways, in which at the time we little see the point to which we are
tending!” he exclaimed to Macaulay.65 The Clapham Saints were seemingly convinced
that they could be of Divine use, but did not stop to consider that they could be used
themselves.
Christophe turned to the self-righteous wing of the British establishment to represent
him while it spoke to its own interests. Not only that: on this occasion, the picture that his
agent carried would be, quite literally, a picture. According to his sons, William Wilberforce
had his portrait painted at Henry’s entreaty in 1816, and in return Henry agreed to let the
English artist Richard Evans – a student of English master portraitist Sir Thomas Lawrence,
and one among those Englishmen convinced by Thomas Clarkson and Wilberforce to go
work in Haiti – paint him and his sons.66 Evans stayed on the island for over a year, teaching at the newly founded Academy of the Arts before returning to England. His paintings,
“the only portraits of [Henry] and of his son which he had allowed to be taken – were sent
to London the next year.”67 In his portrait, Henry is shown wearing a plain, green doublebreasted uniform, simply adorned with the Cross of the Order of St Henry (Figure 4). The
background is composed of elements characteristic of Grand Manner portraiture, visual
clues to the model’s social and geographical place: Henry stands by a column, symbol
of authority, against which rests a draped ﬂag bearing his coat of arms, his crown displayed
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on a table next to him. Outside, cloudy West Indian skies overwhelm a hill strewn with
palm trees, and the ocean appears on the horizon.
The portraits of Wilberforce and the king, swapped across the Atlantic, acted as visual
signiﬁers of trust and mutual involvement in the Haitian enterprise. The originality of
Evans’s portraits – their trumpeted status as the single allowed and captured visualizations
of the monarchy of Haiti – is essential to their signiﬁcance. Rosalie Smith McRea has
pointed out that the king’s in particular served a far more complex function than a

Figure 4. “Portrait of King Henry I of Haiti” (1816) by Richard Evans. Courtesy of the Musée du Panthéon
National Haïtien.
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simple act of friendly reciprocity, or, in the context of the money Henry remitted to Wilberforce, an imprimatur of sincerity.68 Evans’s painting marked the success of a diplomatic bid
on Henry’s part, by which he had aimed for England’s heart by way of England’s venerable
statesman. It came after he engaged Wilberforce in an epistolary exchange in which the
legal boundaries of public representation and representatives were immediately at stake.
Wilberforce’s initial reaction to Henry’s letters was to carry them straight to the Prime
Minister:
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To avoid all misconstruction he “determined to show Lord Liverpool the Haytian letters. I think
it best; he is a man of considerable religious principle, and surely the prospects dawning upon
Hayti will prevent his yielding to the highly probable disposition of too many of the West
Indians, to blast these opening buds of moral and social comfort and virtue.”69

At issue: “Whether individuals might hold correspondence with foreign governments” and
the “principle that each community acted through its own government which was its
proper and only legal representation” – scruples sufﬁcient to stop Wilberforce from replying to Henry altogether until he had spoken to Liverpool.70 Implicit within this paralysis
was the assumption that Haiti was indeed a foreign government, though it remained ofﬁcially unrecognized. Therefore, the correspondence and the opening portrait salvo were
explicitly understood as quasi-diplomatic assays not just by Henry, but also by Wilberforce
and Liverpool. Ofﬁcial recognition of Henry as legitimate head of state went hand-in-hand
with recognizing a head of state in his painted likeness.
In his letters, Henry solicited Wilberforce for advice and support; he had a plan to turn
Haiti into an English-speaking Protestant country and needed the abolitionist to help him
by convincing English teachers and artists to come to Haiti and begin the work of civilization.71 Evangelical authors at the time and later critics alike have taken for granted Henry’s
alleged plan.72 Few have paused to consider at the very least the general unwieldiness of
such a plan, although Wilberforce himself had.73 A much more readily observable effect of
this campaign can be seen in Wilberforce’s letters: highly susceptible to the king’s ﬂattery,
Wilberforce eventually performed as an agent for Henry. Wilberforce convinced himself of
his inﬂuence on the king by performing tasks Henry had suggested in the ﬁrst place. By the
same token, Henry’s portrait by Evans – the painter requested by the king but selected by
Wilberforce – was arguably meant to appear to the old Clapham saint and to English news
outlets as an extension of Wilberforce’s good works.
Yet these paintings were diplomatic overtures, which is borne out by the ways in which
they were circulated. They, like Henry and Wilberforce’s private correspondence, were truly
intended for a wider audience, and got one: news of the private portraits was mentioned
in all the dailies, while the portraits themselves were hung in the exhibition of the Royal
Academy of 1818. Wilberforce may well have publicized the portraits, but Henry certainly
did – his “personal act of friendship” was trumpeted by publications from Haiti, sent to
Britain and reported from there.74 Henry’s seduction campaign depended on composing
and manipulating a set of visual associations that Britons might translate as a striking likeness of Britain itself. By the end of his reign, parallels between Henry I and George III had
become commonplace, and rested on the crowning visual precedent set by Evans’ portrait. A British visitor to Haiti could write that Henry “has much the appearance of old
king George. His dress, except on state days, is very like the Windsor uniform, without
lace or star,” and see this statement echoed in other publications.75 Where a decade
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earlier Rainsford and Barlow had Anglicized Christophe’s French uniform, Henry now
dressed ostentatiously in a style seen as peculiar to English royalty.
In 1807, the African Institution argued that “the portrait of the negro has seldom been
drawn but by the pencil of his oppressor, and he has sat for it in the distorted attitude of
slavery.”76 By 1820, the year of his death, Henry Christophe had translated and re-composed his own image using the techniques and stylistic features of those very oppressors.
To a remarkable extent, he had succeeded in demarcating the kingdom of Haiti as a Caribbean Great Britain distinct from the British Caribbean – an island culture shaped by a
warmer climate, but fundamentally able both to replicate and protect British institutions.
The Evans portrait, hanging on the wall at the center of British power, was a likeness communicating both Henry’s desires and his manipulation of the British desiring imagination.
But Evans’ Henry, the Henry who charmed Admiral Popham’s party with scenes of
British power; the Henry who had the religious establishment convinced that Haiti was
on the verge of converting to Anglicanism, still existed side-by-side with a very different,
equally tenacious version of him.77 Like the Haitian portrait whose constitutive elements
reﬂected an English face, this other, London Henry had a distinct visual grammar, some
of which can be recovered from prints; most of which can only be inferred. For those
who could not fathom depth in a slave turned king, Henry’s efforts always appeared superﬁcial, transparent, and shallow, mimicry rather than strategy. From his coronation until his
death, a persistent strain of Anglophone thought saw Henry’s court as a charmless reﬂection in a willfully eccentric mirror – “a burlesque imitation of the ci-devant court of St
Cloud,” something “copied from European examples … a kind of burlesque of royalty”
peopled by “half-savage characters.”78 In 1820 this burlesque, mimic monarch appeared,
modeled in wax, to thrill, amuse or scare the London crowds. At the “uncommonly interesting” Royal Wax-Work Exhibitions, models of George III and his family were displayed in
room four. Visitors who stepped through the doorway into room ﬁve were confronted with
the ﬁgure of “Christophe, King of St. Domingo”79 tellingly arranged with an executed Jacobite and Thomas Blood, who “stole the regalia from the Tower of London.” Here then were
thieves, usurpers, and challengers to British rule, just a footstep away from the British monarchy. After he died on 8 October 1820, this Henry – the monster at the gates – began to
speak the loudest.
The ﬁrst news of the king’s suicide reached Britain in early December 1820. Even in
death, the facts of Henry’s life required authoritative British eyewitnessing to be believed.
Fittingly for a regime whose diplomatic assays had always been dependent on foreign
trade, ﬁnal conﬁrmation of his fall was delivered thus: “From the letter of the Agent of
LLOYD’S resident at Cape Henry, all doubt as to the death of CHRISTOPHE is now
removed.”80 The representation of Henry’s reign, therefore, began and ended in the
British press with the concerns and interests of merchants. However, this ﬁnal letter did
something more: it acted as a working sketch of the single image of Henry that began
to coalesce almost immediately. The Lloyd’s agent casually asserted intimate knowledge
of private events replete with unsourced quotations, then delivered it as a melodramatic
tableau: “The result was communicated to the King, who exclaimed, ‘Then all is ﬁnished
with me.’ He soon after retired, and shot himself through the heart.” This was followed
up with the equally breezy judgment that “perhaps a greater tyrant never existed than
King Henry.”81 Those three intertwined techniques – melodrama, authoritative eyewitnessing and monster-taxonomy – would be visible in the torrent of publications that ensued,
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as sensational eyewitness Anglophone accounts rapidly ﬁxed Henry in time, form and
place: as a fairytale ogre guilty of crimes that transcended the history of human cruelty,
interred at the bottom of a limepit in his own vast fortress. “I saw the body of the
monster,” said one exceptionally thorough eyewitness; “It was slightly covered with lime
and earth, which I caused to be partially removed; he had been dead then six weeks.”
He was, without question, “The most bloody monster … that ever disgraced the human
form.”82 Christophe, wrote another witness, was “The most specious and bloody tyrant,”
creator of “a state of slavery and terror, never, perhaps, equaled in the history of the
human race.”83
Within two months of the ﬁrst accounts of Christophe’s death, the tone, type and
speciﬁc language of these eyewitness testimonies were given full expression at the
Royal Coburg Theatre in the play The Death of Christophe, King of Hayti, A Melo-Drama,
ﬁrst staged on 21 January 1821.84 A blacked-up Thomas P. Cooke, leading melodramatic
actor of the era, was “cast” as Henry. Secondary characters described him, in language
lifted directly from the postmortem assessments, as “the very devil,” a “hardened
tyrant,” and “a monster trampling on the rights of fair humanity.”85 But it was not just a
linguistic hardening: a very speciﬁc visual grammar was also invoked and reinforced
from this ﬁrst performance through the various re-stagings over the next four years.
The nature of the Haitian King was as much communicated by his clothing and posture
as it was by his words and actions: “The picturesque costume,” gushed The Cornucopia,
“adds to the effect, and the attitudes are energetic and appropriate.”86 A review of the
1822 revival makes it clear that Londoners of the early 1820s knew exactly what they
needed in order to “see” Henry Christophe: “Was his costume, or that of his soldiers,
correct?” asked an otherwise favorable review; “If we recollect right, it should have been
green?”87 Any white man could appear blacked up and effortlessly become a likeness,
as long as his coat was the expected color, and palm trees vaguely hinted in the background (Figure 5). To be sure, authenticity followed the one authorized portrait of
Henry known to England. But absent Henry’s carefully crafted narratives, even those
faces he kept for domestic consumption were left to foreigners’ devices.
In the summer of 1821, an English sea captain sailed from Haiti back to England with a
peculiar prize: an until-now forgotten painting “representing his sable majesty, the Queen,
the Prince Royal, and the two daughters of Christophe.” Henry was featured in it wearing
the expected uniform and star, but there was also a peculiar addition: “A ﬁgure of a black
cherub, descending to crown the brows of the Haytian king with a wreath of laurel.”88
Although the article indirectly credits Evans for the painting, its composition evokes
other works that apparently adorned the walls of the king’s Sans Souci palace. Henry I
requested that famed Santo Domingo portraitist Francisco Velásquez paint “his portrait
as well as his family’s and the notables of his court” and decorate the walls of his
palace. The artist surprised the King with “Gods of mythology of both sexes painted
with Ethiopian color and features.” Delighted, the king and his court told the painter
that indeed, “the Gods must have looked like this.”89 Henry’s domestic self-representation
and the one he projected abroad were signiﬁcantly different: the cherub evokes baroque
representations of divine right at odds with British parliamentary monarchy. In Haiti, Henry
made sure to show that his presence at the head of the state was as divinely ordained as
the monarchs of old, or such pale copy as the recently restored and would-be foe of Haiti,
Louis XVIII of France. But the cherub’s blackness also emphasized race pride. Paradoxically,
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Figure 5. “Scene in the Death of Christophe, King of Hayti” by J. Findlay. In The Cornucopia, or Literary
and dramatic mirror, containing critical notices of the drama and a variety of interesting subjects under the
head of miscellanies (1821). TS 13.2, Harvard Theatre Collection, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

this royal portrait carried a revolutionary message in its bold assertion of black superiority.
So much is stated fairly pointedly by Henry’s publicist Baron de Vastey: “Each people has its
own prejudices; we ﬁnd the color black more beautiful than the white; our Haytian painters
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paint the deity and the angels black, bad genies and devils white.”90 King Henry I made
this very notion the basis of the decoration of one of the main and most lasting symbol
of his rule, Sans Souci.
These decorations – along with ornaments, lighting ﬁxtures, and even the ﬂoorboards
of Sans Souci – were broken, spoiled, prised up, torn down and looted in the last months of
1820. What remained then and now are version of the Henry so blatantly designed for
international export as to provoke such embarrassed comments as Chris Bongie’s, for
whom Vastey’s “acts of publicité are so clearly implicated in the moral trickery of neo-colonialism as to be virtually unreadable today.”91 And yet they demand reading. Their
purpose, the unlikely irony they take on, beg questions about form and function that
cannot be easily ignored. Revising his earlier judgment, Bongie now says that to write
about “post/revolutionary Haiti” is to recognize the limitations of one’s knowledge – of
the recoverability of one’s knowledge: to be “at a loss.”92 Loss, of course, absence, is all
that is left of Henry’s domestic portraits.
The portrait of Henry with black cherub was captured and purloined by a British sailor,
and eventually disappeared from the historical record. Yet perhaps we can also perceive in
the Yorkshire Gazette’s awed statement about the piece the power likenesses of King Henry
still retain: “We may safely pronounce the performance unique and fertile in associations of
the strangest kind.” Like his fellow revolutionaries, former slaves or descendants of slaves
turned ofﬁcers and monarchs, Henry knew the fragility of his position, the menace of kidnapping and re-enslavement hovering over his body, actions, words, and representations.
This awareness infuses the complex network of diplomatic and political balancing acts in
which early Haiti engaged. It shows especially clearly, for those who would dare to look, in
the wrinkles of Henry I’s likenesses, disseminated around the world in a painstaking effort
at constructing self, race, and nation under threat of capture.
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57. Kentish Weekly Post, 2. Our italics.
58. See Madiou, Histoire d’Haiti, 230.
59. Notably: Comte de Limonade, Le Machiavélisme du Cabinet Français; Baron de Vastey, Note à
M. le Baron V.P de Malouet and Le Système Colonial Dévoilé; Chevalier de Prézeau, Réfutation de
la lettre du général français Dauxion Lavaysse and Plan général de défense du royaume.
60. Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser, 2.
61. “Haitian Court,” Saunders’s News-Letter, 2.
62. Wilberforce and Wilberforce, The Life of William Wilberforce, 226–227.
63. Pétion wrote Wilberforce and Stephen in 1806. See Gafﬁeld, Haitian Connections, 160.
64. Wilberforce and Wilberforce, The Life, 206.
65. Ibid., 227.
66. See Griggs and Prator, “Christophe and Thomas Clarkson,” 64.
67. Wilberforce and Wilberforce, The Life, 352–353.
68. See McRea, “Portrait Mythology?,” 66–70.
69. Wilberforce and Wilberforce, The Life, 353.
70. Ibid.
71. See, his letter to Wilberforce posthumously printed in Blackwood’s: “Developing English literature in our schools and colleges will, I hope, ﬁnally let the English language prevail over the
French: the only way to preserve our independence is to have absolutely nothing in
common with a nation about which we have so much to complain, and whose projects are
all geared toward our destruction. I have long desired English to be the national language
of my country. I have always discussed it with my fellow citizens; I always made them feel
the necessity to have nothing in common with the French nation, to embrace Anglicanism
as the most sublime religion, being that in which one generally ﬁnds the most virtuous
clergy … ,” in “Letter from Christophe,” 270 (our translation).
72. “He had it at heart to substitute the English language for the French, and the Protestant for the
Catholic religion; and with that view, English was taught in the schools, Protestant missionaries
were encouraged, and the Scriptures in French and English in parallel columns were printed at
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his own expense for general distribution.” See “View of Public Affairs,” 862. Cole, Griggs, and
Prator, to cite a few, question neither the feasibility nor the earnestness of this plan.
Wilberforce appears to have considered that Protestantism would have to be spread in Haiti
stealthily. Writing to a fellow evangelist on this topic, Wilberforce warned that “the only public
worship in Hayti is the Roman Catholic,” and that potential opposition from the likes of Abbé
Grégoire might ruin the plan forever: “We are to combine the wisdom of the serpent with the
spotlessness of the dove,” he adds. It appears that although some of the teachers sent from
England to Hayti were Protestant ministers, the alleged scheme for evangelization never took
off. See “Original Letters from Mr Wilberforce,” 305–306.
For example: “Mr Evans, was engaged to paint the portraits of the royal family; and the ﬁrst
picture of his Majesty had been sent as a present by him to Mr Wilberforce.” See “West
Indies,” 150.
“Letter concerning Hayti,” 131.
As cited in “Art. XIV,” The Edinburgh Review 15, no. 30 (January 1810), 490.
A lieutenant accompanying Sir Home Riggs Popham in his visit to the King’s palace in May
1819 described it thus: “In the hall are the prints of distinguished British statesmen, soldiers,
and sailors, together with several military and naval victories;” quoted in G. W. C., “Christophe,
Late Emperor,” 550.
Tuckey, Maritime Geography and Statistics, 214; “Chapter XVII,” 200.
Leigh, New Picture of London, 391.
“Particulars of the Insurrection,” 2.
Ibid.
“New York,” 146. Also excerpted, without the supporting detail in ‘The Late Emperor,” 3.
Taunton Courier, 3.
Incidentally, maybe, the Royal Coburg Theatre would be the ﬁrst English stage on which
African American actor Ira Aldridge would step four years later. See Linfors, Ira Aldridge.
Ibid., 90–91.
“The Death of Christophe,” 65.
“Cobourg Theatre,” 48. The issue of the color of Henry’s coat was serious enough to warrant
discussion; see, for example, the detail given amidst this positive 1828 assessment of his reign:
“He usually wore a blue coat with red cuffs and collar” – a rather plain evocation of the Windsor
uniform –, in “Madame Christophe,” 482.
The Cambridge Journal and Chronicle, 17 August 1821, 2.
Morillas, quoted in Demorizi, Pintura y escultura en Santo Domingo, 589 (our translation).
See Vastey, Réﬂexions, 22 (our translation).
Bongie, Friends and Enemies, 117.
Bongie, “Preface,” 4.
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